Children and Teens Services Forum 2021_03_05

Eva Johnston (to All - Entire Audience): 10:06 AM: https://www.stlouisfed.org/education
Janea Coker (to All - Entire Audience): 10:13 AM: This is awesome! We have been doing these programs on our own. Wonderful lesson plans!
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:14 AM: Kiddynamics link: https://www.stlouisfed.org/education/kiddynamics-an-economics-curriculum-for-young-learners
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:22 AM: Parent Q & A Resources: https://www.stlouisfed.org/education/parent-resources
Emily Hall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:24 AM: Yes! We are always looking for resources to help public school teachers.
Amanda Farrell (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: As a Girl Scout Leader myself, I will definitely be using this!!
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:26 AM: Resources for Scouts - help them earn badges: https://www.stlouisfed.org/education/girl-scout-activities
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:28 AM: Sign up for newsletters and alerts: https://www.stlouisfed.org/subscribe/education-resources
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:31 AM: Glossary and flash cards: https://www.stlouisfed.org/education/glossary
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:36 AM: Teacher portal: https://www.econlowdown.org /
Janea Coker (to All - Entire Audience): 10:42 AM: Cr card for under 16
Amber Burnham (to All - Entire Audience): 10:42 AM: Student Loans and how they work?
Janea Coker (to All - Entire Audience): 10:42 AM: My brother is wanting to get one...
Janea Coker (to All - Entire Audience): 10:45 AM: YES!! That is what we are teaching him...
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:47 AM: April is National Financial Literacy Month.
Elizabeth Murray (to All - Entire Audience): 10:50 AM: This would be good to share with homeschool groups as well.
Catherine McLaughlin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:50 AM: These are some great resources that I will be sure to share with patrons and educators, thank you for sharing.
Lysha Thompson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:50 AM: Thank you Eva! This was great!
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: This was amazing! Thank you so much!
Elizabeth Murray (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: Thank you! Lot of great resources!!
Caitlin Greathouse (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: Debbie, this will be available to view later?
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:53 AM: Yes! We will send out the link to the recording once it is uploaded to mostateliblary.watch.more.net: https://mostateliblary.watch.more.net/#/media/videos/category/578b2539-e15a-4ba0-bad4-b29b1a9861a3
Angie Rundle (to All - Entire Audience): 10:51 AM: Thank you for these resources!
Dawn Payne (to All - Entire Audience): 10:52 AM: Thank You this was very informative!!
Jess Gould (to All - Entire Audience): 10:52 AM: THANK YOU for sharing these resources, we will definitely be sharing these with our patrons and partners.
Sarah Oser (to All - Entire Audience): 10:52 AM: Thank you
Catherine McLaughlin (to All - Entire Audience): 10:54 AM: Eva are we okay to share these links on our library websites? (Verbal response from Eva, “Yes!”)
Caitlin Greathouse (to All - Entire Audience): 10:54 AM: Perfect! Thank you!
Eva Johnston (to All - Entire Audience): 10:54 AM: eva.k.johnston@stls.frb.org
Janea Coker (to All - Entire Audience): 10:55 AM: Thanks!!
Lysha Thompson (to All - Entire Audience): 10:55 AM: https://mostateliblary.watch.more.net/#/media/videos/category/578b2539-e15a-4ba0-bad4-b29b1a9861a3
Jess Gould (to All - Entire Audience): 10:57 AM: Any other resources that you recommend?
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:57 AM: Come across a title that would be good as a financial literacy resource? Let Eva know and they will create wrap-around activities!
Emily Hall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:57 AM: What do you mean by June's theme being exclusive story time? How to do story time?
Jess Gould (to All - Entire Audience): 10:57 AM: For Eva-- if there are other websites or sources that are recommended
Jess Gould (to All - Entire Audience): 10:58 AM: Right-- this is AWESOME. Just didn't know if any other ones are hiding out there.
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:58 AM: I will be going over Inclusive Storytime
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:58 AM: Money Smart Week: https://www.moneysmartweek.org
Emily Hall (to All - Entire Audience): 10:58 AM: Oh INclusive! Thanks! :)
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 10:58 AM: It is exclusively inclusive ;)
Debbie Musselman (to All - Entire Audience): 11:01 AM: Great to hear videos are closed-captioned and the audios are transcribed!
Amber Burnham (to All - Entire Audience): 11:02 AM: This may be a strange question but is it difficult to qualify for those services? Are there many youth books available in large print? Sorry, I'm sure you will go over this next month. (Tune in to next month's Children and Teen Services Forum for answers to these questions and more!)
Amber Burnham (to All - Entire Audience): 11:07 AM: Thank you. :)
Barbara Seitter (to All - Entire Audience): 11:08 AM: Thank you, ladies!
Jess Gould (to All - Entire Audience): 11:08 AM: Thank you!
Debbie Kirchhoff (to All - Entire Audience): 11:09 AM: Thank you!
Donna Morgan (to All - Entire Audience): 11:09 AM: Thank you ladies!
Beth Snow (to All - Entire Audience): 11:09 AM: Thank you so much!
Lisa Hellman (to All - Entire Audience): 11:09 AM: lisa.hellman@sos.mo.gov <-- My email just in case ;-
Katie Foster (to All - Entire Audience): 11:11 AM: Thank you